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About This Game

Experience the mind bending power of single player cooperation.

Project Temporality is a third person action/puzzle game built around the concept of allowing the player to play with time.
Thanks to our proprietary engine Sparta 3D we make the fourth dimension as available as the other three. Just as with a VCR

you can rewind time or fast-forward through it seamlessly.

Combining this and our time line concept you will solve mind-bending puzzles, by giving yourself a helping hand. Any time you
need a friend, you can be that friend. Create a new timeline at any time/any place there are no restrictions. This game is all

about giving you full freedom in four dimensions.

Solve puzzles involving lasers, mirrors, force fields, trap doors, platforms, keys etc. Exploit time to do the impossible. Explore
the world and see into the mind of its people. We hope that you will enjoy the result of our years of evenings and weekends.
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Contains 6-14 hours of gameplay.

Key Features

4D Gameplay 
 The fourth dimension Time is as accessible to you as the other three since at any time you can rewind to any earlier
point in time, to find that perfect moment for you. No more frustrating replays performing the same sequence over and
over again. Just rewind and fix.

Single Player Cooperation 
This is the key part of the game. You can exist in many parallel timelines using time clones. It means that every time you
need a friend's help in the game, you can be that friend. You can spawn a new time clone at any position and time in the
game, and once you create a new one it’s there forever.

Multiple true timelines 
Time clones will continue to perform the actions you recorded. They are, however, still a part of the game world, and if
you change the game world the end result will also change.

Temporality fielded objects 
A temporality fielded object is an object that won’t be affected by your time manipulations, because it is inside a field
that cancels out all timelines except the original one.

The Paradox Effect 
 Combining the true timelines with the temporality fielding allows us to create paradox based puzzles where one single
timelines performs multiple different actions depending from where in time it is viewed. Mathematically every
temporality fielded object increases the number of dimensions with one which is what allows the paradox effect.
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Title: Project Temporality
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Defrost Games
Publisher:
Defrost Games
Release Date: 20 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Pentium Dual-Core E2180@2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon64 X2 3800 + @ 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires windows media player for music. The graphichs card needs to be DX10 Compatible but can run
using DX9.

English
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This is a strange game four stories with very little connection and no underlying background to give you a clue what is going on.
Some of the puzzles are extremely hard while many are extremely simple.
Come out of this game wandering what it is you have spent your time doing and why.
Episode four has some technical issues with problems with frame rate not experienced in the others. No obvious reason why.

If there was a connection theme then this game could be a classic but at the moment no.

6\/10

Will recommend simply because the puzzles are okay and the stories themselves not bad.. Ground zeroes...

more like

Fun zeros...

haha got em. A game that had the potential, but just falls flat.

It contains elements of what I wanted from a racing management simulator: sponsorship deals, six cars to choose from, a few
good tracks, upgrades, stat point upgrades, leaderboards\u2026 That being said it's lacking in core features and polish. This lack
of polish gives the game that Free 2 Play grind feeling with the price tag. Want to be competitive on the oval track? Better save
up for that car that's good on ovals and then hope you have that car equipped when the game randomly selects the track for you.
Granted, smart strategy can get you past these pitfalls, but it's still a major grind and you're fighting the RNG to get the track
you want to race at.

Most game modes are locked with a promise of a later release date. The game has its share of bugs (DNFs causing money loss in
cups in following races, wrong tires being put on cars, bots getting stuck on walls and winning awards because of it, driver
commands not working at times). Also, the netcode cannot handle large fields with 200ms latencies across players. In my
opinion this game was released from early access way too soon.

With the small player base, you're relegated to racing against bots 98% of the time. In the times we did get a league race
together with 8-12 other players (the max field size is 16), the game would become unplayable. Laps wouldn't be counted, pit
crew animations would completely vanish, and the lag was unbearable.

I had dedicated 70+ hours to this game, helped build a subreddit, and tried to be an active member in the community. Arctic
Hazard Game Studio was very responsive and even quickly provided a patch to allow us all to race together as a group. While I
commend them for that, it hasn't entirely redeemed a game that has such critical flaws. It does show they do care about
Trackday Manager, but it got rushed to market before it was ready for showtime.

It\u2019s a shame, because I really wanted to like this game. There's not a lot of options in this genre and there really should be.
It's something that if done well, could be a big hit.

I recommend not buying this title, not even on a sale price in it's current state. If\/when the developers do release a trial\/F2P
version of the game and you are interested, try that out first. If upcoming patches makes major changes to the game, I will be
more than happy to re-review this.. Excellent sequel, however this one is much longer so it's nice to have save points! Unless you
really like walking sims, you wont complete the 2.5 hours that is blue path, but I recommend starting with that one. Overall I
enjoyed the story of this one much more and recommend it even more than the first one. On to try Glass!. Paradox DLC came
out with Mongol Faces. Wow. Racist.. Nice, atmospheric add-on for sure. If you buy it in the TS2016 edition, or otherwise get
the Gas Turbine, you get 15 extra scenarios.

However, there are quite frequent issues with the scenarios, cars and locos included with this pack (there is a thread or two
every week on the forums). Trains get separated, the brakes get stuck, timings are off, switches set wrong or just an emergency
penalty while rolling with released brakes. It's really hard to enjoy the otherwise cool six-pack of scenarios when it is so shaken
and full of bugs.
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If you decide to play this - save often.
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Interesting mix of shoot'em-up bullet hell games and 4X strategy. You can explore the Universe, fight through thousands of
various enemy units, research new technologies, build a lot of stuff and experience the storyline, something that 4X games
usually lack. The music is awesome, too.
However, the storyline itself is somewhat shallow, character depth is nonexistent, and the game only runs at 640x480 and
800x600, forcing you to play in Windowed mode, if you have a 16:9 monitor.
Overall, it's a great game, which I played for around 30 hours outside of Steam, and 13 more hours here. It's not worth the full
price of 10 dollars\/euros, because it's outdated, but you should definitely grab it during the sale.. This is a fun game. It is very
Spy oriented. Most missions can be won with Stealth. It is alway possible a shootout will occur so be ready for such a thing. I
would like to see more maps for the missions from the Devs as some maps seem to get used again. Eventually you will have
many spies and have to keep some on other continents to react to missions. It is a fun turn based game.. TL;DR: You can tell
that every \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing part of the game is made with a love of baseball

I have been wanting a baseball game on PC for years, and it's no secret to PC gamers who are also huge baseball lovers that
there is a huge lack of games for us. Sure, we have OOTP Baseball, but it's not a baseball game. I love it as much as the next
sabermetric fan, but I wanted a game to actually play baseball. And then we had RBI Baseball, which was a letdown. So
naturally, I was excited when Super Mega Baseball: Extra Innings was announced. And now that it's finally here, it feels like
after years of being deprived of a good baseball game has finally come to an end.

Now, I only really have three complaints about the game, but they're sort of not even complaints at all. More like a couple of
things I want added to the game in future updates.

Let's get those CONS out of the way first:

- Lack of sabermetric stats

Baseball fans LOVE stats. We love OPS, WHIP, AVG, and ERA, and I'm glad those ones are in the game, but over the years,
baseball has evolved to embrace much more in depth stats. I want to know the WAR, BB\/K, ISOP, BB\/PA, RC27, and G\/F of
my players.

- Lack of customizing options

I want some of those Chris Archer stirrups. I want my player to look like that 20-something Jaden Smith-looking
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. My nasty slider needs the player look to
match.

- Lack of online multiplayer

I want to have my Harry Butts dominate another man's bat. I mean, he has a 1.45 ERA, 11.4 K\/9, and .122 OPP AVG. Let me
show him off.

And now we get to the PROS list:

-The game is beautiful

The player models are clean and fun. the graphics are vibrant. And the stadiums. Oh the stadiums are gorgeous.

- The gameplay is fun

IT'S BASEBALL. IT'S INSANELY FUN.

- There are no special pitches or swings

Take notes, Backyard Sports. Nobody likes to play against a pitcher who makes the ball corkscrew while it digs underground
and pop up only to burst into flames and then into the batter's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Super Mega Baseball is
cartoony, but it's never cartoony in an unfair way.
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- Ego difficulty slider

I love this. You don't have an option of easy, medium, and hard difficulties to play on. You have an actual slider that sets the
difficulty in small amounts.

- The names of the players

You know the names you think of when you think of baseball? Babe Ruth, Clayton Kershaw, Sandy Koufax, Wade Boggs, Joe
Dimaggio, Mickey Mantle, Rollie Fingers, Gaylord Perry etc. They're baseball names. Their parents looked at them and thought,
"Bob doesn't sound like a name for a future Hall of Fame catcher. Let's name him Buster." Well, in this game EVERY player
has a baseball-sounding name. It's awesome.

-It's a game

-It's a baseball game

-It's a baseball game on PC

-It's a fantastic baseball game on PC

WHY ARE YOU STILL READING THIS REVIEW. BUY THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING GAME.

9 out of 10. good game!!!. Don't expect to jump in and start a team based game as you'll be waiting forever for anyone to join.
The Devs have not allowed the ability for players to simply drop in alone to expereince navigating around (off rails) instead the
Developers ask that you exit the game... join a channel in Discord to team up and then go back into play a session... WTF !! are
they thinking ?

At this price one would expect at least the ability to drop into a scene in solo mode.

Till then this game gets a big\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 NO GO zone. ( not worth it ). A good middle-ground Roguelike
with an excellent User Interface. While it's not incorrect to call it a simplified Dungeon Crawl Stone Soup, it also isn't
simplified at the cost of fun or depth.

Ananias is extemely accessible and quick to get started with an interface that is clear, concise and doesn't leave you with a lot of
questions as to how the game operates. You'll be playing in seconds.

Procedural dungeons and multiple classes should provide a decent amount of replayability. Online leaderboards let you compare
your overall achievements with a community.

This is a roguelike that tried to streamline the process of playing by allowing quicker movement between rooms whenever
enemies aren't present. While leveling is streamlined as well and based simply on making it to the next foor, players still have a
wealth of weapons, equipment, familiars(pets), bandages mixable potions and more to give more player-choice. Leveling-up
also comes with a choice of how one wishes to build their character as you delve deeper into the dungeon.

For $4.99US, I think this is a fun contribution to the roguelike genre that does a great job of being a little simpler than a
"hardcore" roguelike, but not at the expense of fun - and it still has some welcome RPG-like depth

You can see my casual video review on YouTube: https:\/\/youtu.be\/pCN2l1i-Vdw. This game reminds me of the arcade games
I played when I was a child, and I miss it very much. The game is very difficult. I can only play the fourth pass. The scenery is
beautiful, and it's not bad on the whole.
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